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ELLERO
SLENDER DESIGN, INNER STRENGTH



AN EXTRAORDINARILY 
ELEGANT BASIN RANGE 
THAT PUSHES REFINEMENT 
TO THE LIMIT
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Achieving ‘light design’  

has long been the elusive 

goal in bathroom ceramics.

And then there was Ellero. 

LIGHTNESS WITH  
INNER STRENGTH

This revolutionary vessel’s inimitable 
fine edges appear as delicate 
as those of a shell, but a unique 
composition of innovative materials 
gives it exceptional resilience.  
Ellero is a game-changing solution 
for bathrooms that demand a luxury 
aesthetic and reassuring robustness.

ELLERO
Basins
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INNOVATIVE DIAMATEC 
TECHNOLOGY

Our ground-breaking new material, 

Diamatec, is the culmination of over 

200 years of innovation.

For the first time, it allows the 
creation of ceramics with very  
fine, straight edges and surprising 
inherent toughness.

The technology combines strength-
giving ingredients, including Alumina, 
known for its hardness, and Chamotte 
which prevents cracking. 
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INCREDIBLE STRENGTH

The unique combination of material in 
Diamatec has produced outstanding 
results in independent materials testing 
and enables the construction of the  
first super-thin vessel with the option  
of an overflow.

The final product is particularly suitable 
for demanding environments, such as 
hotels and restaurants, where the need 
to combine strong aesthetics with hard-
wearing durability is paramount.

ELLERO
Basins
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ELLERO
55CM VESSEL BASIN

Model Ref.

55cm vessel basin  
with overflow, no taphole

E142701

55cm vessel basin  
no overflow, no taphole

E142501

Basin secured with fixation set provided 
and silicon sealant

The Ellero range comprises three 
configurations. The vessel without 

overflow provides the cleanest 
design aesthetic, ideal for high-end 
residential projects. 

A vessel with overflow in such  
a thin structure is uncommon,  
and the tough ceramic allows  
for an especially narrow opening,  
a practical variant created with  
hotel use in mind. An option  
with a deck provides a space for  
toiletries and includes a tap hole.

ELLERO
Basins

ELLERO
55CM VESSEL BASIN

Model Ref.

55cm vessel basin  
with overflow,  
one taphole

E142601

Basin secured with fixation set provided 
and silicon sealant
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